Meeting was called to order at 3:30 p.m.

Members began with the review/approval of requests for the addition of general education designations and requests for general education designations for new courses.

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL SCIENCES

AG 3080 – Culture and Agriculture of Italy – Request “H,I” designations – Approved “H,I” designations effective Spring 2004, pending completion of the on-line form and clarification of writing assignment.

AG 3080 – Agricultural and Natural Resources Study Abroad in Thailand – Request “I” designation. Tabled pending completion of on-line form.

ARTS AND SCIENCES

AMST 4633 – The Frontier and American visual Culture – Request “H” designation – CAF – New Course – Cross listed with ART 4633. Tabled for verification, course form and syllabus do not match with respect to writing assignments (i.e. syllabus does not describe a required writing assignment).


ART 4633 – The Frontier and American Visual Culture – Request “H” designation – CAF – New. Cross listed with AMST 4633. Tabled for verification, course form and syllabus do not match with respect to writing assignments (i.e. syllabus does not describe a required writing assignment).


HUMAN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES


Adjourn 4:15 p.m.

Items to be discussed at the November 6, 2003 Meeting

1. Finalize Revisions to the General Education Criteria and Goals
Brenda Masters will send Julie the revised General Education Criteria and Goals. Julie will review then send to council for discussion at the next meeting

2. Review Pending Course Reviews from Spring 2003

3. Review On-Line Course Form
Julie will draft a new on-line form for review at the next meeting.

November 4, 2003